
I IHTRODtJCTION

The purpose of statistics, like that of geometry or phy-

sics, Is to describe certain real phenomena. The objects of

the real world can never be described In such a complete and

exact way that they could form the basis of an exact theory.

We have to replace them by some Idealized objects, defined ex-

plicitly or Implicitly by a system of axioms. For instance, in

geometry we define the basic notions "point," "straight line,'"

and "plane" Implicitly by a system of axioms. They take the

place of empirical points, straight lines and planes which are

not capable of exact definition. In order to apply the theory

to real phenomena, we need some rules for establishing the cor-

respondence between the Idealized objects of the theory and

those of the real world. These rules will always be somewhat

vague and can never form a part of the theory itself.

The purpose of statistics Is to describe certain aspects

of mass phenomena and repetitive events. The fundamental

notion used Is that of "probability." In the theory It Is de-

fined either explicitly or Implicitly by a system of axioms*

For Instance, Mises1' defines the probability of an event as

the limit of the relative frequency of this event In an Infin-

ite sequence of trials satisfying certain conditions* This Is

an explicit definition of probability. Kolmogoroff2' defines

probability as a set function which satisfies a certain system

1) See references 10 and 11

2) See reference 9



of axioms. These idealized mathematical definitions are re-

lated to the applications of the theory by translating the

statement "the event 1 has the probability p" into the state-

ment "the relative frequency of the event E in a long sequence

of trials is approximately equal to p»* This translation of a

theoretical statement into an empirical statement is necessar-

ily somewhat vague, for we have said nothing about the meanings

of the words "long" or "approximately." But such vagueness is

always associated with the application of theory to real phen-

omena.

It should be remarked that instead of the above translation

of the word "probability" it is satisfactory to use the follow-

ing somewhat simpler ones "The event E has a probability near

to one" is translated into "it Is practically certfcln that the

event E will occur in a single trial." In fact, If an event

E has the probability p then, according to a theorem of Ber-

noulli, the probability that the relative frequency of E in a

sequence of trials will be in a small neighborhood of p Is

arbitrarily near to 1 for a sufficiently long sequence of

trials. If we translate the expression "probability nearly I91

into "practical certainty,19 we obtain the statement "it is

practically certain that the relative frequency of E in a long

sequence of trials will be in a small neighborhood of p."

In statistics we always construct some probability schemes

which we believe to be adequate to describe certain real phen-

omena. For instance, we describe the situation concerning the

possible outcomes in tossing a coin by saying that the probabi-

lity of obtaining a head in one toss is 1/2, for in a long se-



quence of trials we would expect to have about half as many

heads as total tosses. Or, if we measure the length of a bar

by some instrument, we sometimes assume that the result is a

normally distributed random variable. The notions of a random

variable and a distribution function are defined as follows t

If P(x) is a function expressing the probability that a real

variable X < x, we say that X Is a random variable and that

P(x) Is the probability distribution of X. Their, if F(x) Is

given by the formula

(1) F(x) _
a -co

we say that X is normally distributed. The quantities o and p.

are real parameters. Thus, if in measuring the length of a bar

by some Instrument we assume that the outcome of the measure-

ment is a normally distributed random variable, we may express

the probability that a measurement will be less than a given

value x by (1).

If Xj,, Xgf Xs,•••, Xn represent n random variables and

x^, X£f ••*f XQ any set of real lumbers, we use the symbol

F(XI, X2t**** Xn) to express the probability of the composite

event that X^ < xlf Xg < x2,..., X,j < x^ simultaneously. This

function will be called the Joint probability distribution of

.the n random variables. We shall say that n random variables
070 independently distributed If the function F(XI, xg,..., %)

is the product of n functions such that only x1 is involved in

the first, only X£ in the second, and so on. That is

F(x) « f1(x1)f2(x2)...fn(xn).



For example, if n measurements Xj,, Xg, • « . , X^ of a bar are In-

dependently and normally distributed with the same normal dis-

tribution, we would obtain

(2) F(xlf xg,..., XB) «

*1 *2 *n

._ .n/2 2
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J

, dy
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If we measure the length of a bar n times by some Instru-

ment, we sometimes find it appropriate to adopt the probability

scheme that the results of the n measurements have a Joint pro-

bability distribution given by (2).

One of the fundamental problems of statistical inference

is that of testing statistical hypotheses. The most general

form of a statistical hypothesis we have to deal with in

statistical theory may be expressed as follows. Let Xi,*..,Xn

be a finite set of random variables and let F(x f̂ ...,7^) be its

Joint probability distribution function. Then the statistical

hypothesis is the statement that the unknown distribution func-

tion F(x1,...,xn) is an element of a certain class w of distri-

bution functions. For instance, if X1,...Xn are successive

measurements on the length of a bar, we may consider the hypo-

thesis that X1,...,Xn are independently distributed with the

same normal distribution. In this case w is a two parameter

family given by (2), o being any positive number and \L any real

number.



If we consider the hypothesis that Xlf •»*,Xn are normally,

independently distributed with zero means (IP»O) and unit vari-

ances (o2"l), then u> consists of a single element. When the

class o> consists of a single element, we shall say that the

hypothesis we are considering is a simple hypothesis* Other-

wise, it will be called composite.

The question of testing a given hypothesis may be formu-

lated In the following manner* We should like to know, on the

basis of n observations x1,...,xn where xa -is the observed value

of the random variable Xa (a*l, ***,n), whether to adcept or re-

ject the hypothesis Ĥ  that the unknown distribution function

F(xlf ••*,xn) belongs to the class o>. The set of n observations

can be represented by a point E of n-dimensional Cartesian

space, called the sample space* To test the hypothesis Hw on

the basis of n observations we must choose a subset R of the

sample space and then reject the hypothesis Ĥ  if the sample

point E falls within R. Otherwise, we maintain the hypothesis.

It is evident that the fundamental problem here la the choice

of the subset R, which we shall call the critical region* The

solution of this problem depends, to seme extent, upon any

a priori knowledge we may have about the unknown distribution

function P(x̂ 9...,xn). One of tfce most important and most fre-

quent a priori assumptions is that the randan variables X̂,..**7^

are Independently distributed, each having the same distribu-

tion* Thus, we have the assumption that F la of the form
n

where 9 » 9 for all i, J.

Such a priori knowledge about our unknown distribution

function can always be expressed by saying that the function
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F(XI, ***»xn) is an element of a certain class XI.of distribu-

tion functions. The class w which is being considered Is then

always a subclass of_Q-. We shall see that the choice of the

critical region R for testing the hypothesis H^ will depend

upon the a priori knowledge -TL-.

It is now seen that the problem of testing hypotheses can

be formulated as follows t Taking for granted that the unknown

distribution function F is an element of a class jtX., we wish

to test the hypothesis that F belongs to a certain subclass (*?

of J1-. The problem to be solved is the question of how the

critical region in the sample spaceshould be chosen>

For instancetjCLmay be defined by the statement that
% Xi,..*,Xn are Independently and normally distributed each of

them having the same distribution, and w may be the subclass of

-TL- defined by the additional restriction that the mean values

of X̂ ,.*.,Xn are zero. In this case, according to certain

standards we will discuss later, the adequate critical region

is given by the Inequality

vJ i o

n

^ — . ^where x » * ** and

and c is a certain constant* If, however,!!, is a much broader

class defined by the statement that X̂ ,...,̂  are independently

distributed each having the same distribution, the above criti-

cal region for testing Ĥ  is not adequate, and some other criti-

cal region has to be chosen.



Before we proceed farther It might be well for us to Hat

a few of the mathematical terms used together with their

meanings In statistics. We can do this In tabular form.

MATHEMATICAL TERMINOLOGY STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION

n space f ln (sample space) Possible outcome of n obser-
vations.

class of functions on En Class of possible probability
distributions.

to, subclass of Jd» The statistical hypothesis.
The true distribution Is a
member of w.

R, (critical region), a Criterion for rejecting the
subset of En hypothesis that the true dis-

tribution Is a member of o>.

Association of R wlthjCL Choice of the critical region
and tt. for testing the hypothesis.

The problem of testing hypotheses Is only one of the prob-

lems of statistical Inference. Another Is the problem of es-

timation. Given that the unknown distribution function F be-

longs to a certain class JTL of distribution functions, how can

we choose a function <j*(l) defined for all points E of En such

that the value of 9>(E) Is always an element of .flL and can be

considered a *good* estimate of the unknown distribution func-

tion FT We may say that 9"(E) Is a "good statistical estimate"

of F If the probability is as large as possible that ̂ (E) Is

in a small neighborhood of P. We will formulate this principle

more precisely In chapter HI.

If, for instance, .A. Is given by the statement that
xl'*'*'*n are independently and normally distributed with the

ssae means and unit variances, then -Cl. is a one parameter

family of distribution functions and an element of -CL.ls com*

pletely specified by specifying the value of the unknown mean p.



Hence, to estimate the unknown distribution function 9 ia the

same as to estimate the unknown mean yu In tills ease the pro-

blem of estimation is the problem of finding a real function

9>(E) defined for all points E of the sample space such that

9>(B) can be considered as a statistical estimate of the un-

known mean |u The classical solution of this problem In this

particular case is given by

9<E)

The two types of problems of statistical inference men-

tioned so far do not cover all possible problems. The fol-

lowing problem, for example, Is neither a problem of testing a

hypothesis nor one of estimations Consider three subclasses

«lf <*2> «* of thfl class jTVof distribution functions, and de-

note by H0, the hypothesis that the unknown distribution F Is

an element of «£• The problem considered is to decide on the

basis of the n observations which of the three hypotheses

should be accepted (assume that the sum of the three subclasses

«lf «g» «5 i* equal to-TL.). Such a situation may arise, for

instance, in the case of a manufacturer who has to keep the

quality of his product between two limits, and wants to test,

by sampling, whether the quality Is actually between these

limits, below the lower limit, or above the upper limit* (As-

sume that the quality is measurable and can be represented by a

real number*)

5) See in this connection 16, pp 299-300*



The reasons why such a "trilemma" Is a problem different

from testing a hypothesis or estimation can only be indicated

here* It will be seen that there are many approaches to eaeh

problem of inference, and that the theory provides means of

choosing among them by deciding that certain approaches are

"better19 than certain others* Now, one might suggest the re-

duction of the above ntrilemma" to a problem of, say, estima-

tion by estimating the unknown distribution function F and ac-

cepting that hypothesis which corresponds to the' subclass in

which the estimate of F is contained. This would be one ans-

wer to the trllemma, but by no means the "best" answer accord-

ing to the standards developed*

The most general femulation of the problem of statisti-

cal inference is this* Let 3 be a system of subclasses of the

class-O.of distribution functions* For each element s of S.

consider the hypothesis H8 which states that the'unknown dis-

tribution F is an element of s; denote by Eg the system of all

siicli hypotheses; the problem is to decide, by means of a sample,

which element of % should be accepted*

The problems enumerated before are special cases of this

general problem. If 8 consists of two elements only, one being

a subclass w of .flu and the other its complement in A»f the

problem is the same as that of testing the hypothesis that the

true distribution function F is an element of w. If 8 is the

system of all elements of-fX, we have the problem of estima-

tion. If 8 consists of three classes ŵ f ogf û  with tte rat

, we have the trilemma.


